
Name:  ____________________________   Spelling List E-13

Fix the Misspelled Words

Circle the spelling word in each sentence.  
If the word is spelled correctly, write CORRECT on the line. 
If the word is spelled incorrectly, write the correct spelling on the line.

1.  Karina is a very gracefull ice skater.                    1.  _________________
     

2.  Jen had a sleepless night because the wind was howling.  2.  _________________
            

3.  “I'm sorry! That was thoughtless of me!” the lady said.          3.  _________________
          

4.  Please don't touch that glass bowl. It's brakeable.      4.  _________________

5.  Mr. Atkins enjoyed a pieceful morning by the lake.               5.  _________________
 

6.  Have you ever seen such a beautifull sunrise?                       6.  _________________
 

7.  Louis has a very dependible car.           7.  _________________
  

8.  The couple pledged to be faithful to one another on      8.  _________________
their wedding day.         
      

9.  The waitress was careful when she set down the hot dish.   9.  _________________

  
10.  Our cat was fearfull when we first adopted her.                  10.  _________________

   

11.  Aunt Mary Anne is anything but predictable!                       11.  _________________
   

12.  Melinda's new pillow is extremely comftrable.                      12.  _________________
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13.    Don't eat those wild berries! They're poisenous!                     13.  _________________
         

         
14.    This section of the thruway is hazardous because of    14.  _________________
         falling rocks.                

15.    Even though you thought the speaker was boring, I             15.  _________________
         thought he was humerous. 
             
16.    A plastic quarter is not real money; it's worthless.         16.  _________________
                        

               
17.    Almost all telephones are cordless these days.     17.  _________________
                          

   
18.    Luna, the polar bear at the Buffalo Zoo, is so loveable!        18.  _________________

   

19.    The little snake I found in the garden was harmless.          19.  _________________
                      

20.    That poor horse was helpless when it became stuck in         20.  _________________
         the mud.                                       

Review Words

21.  Tatiana has a scrach on her arm from her kitten.                21.  _________________
              

22.  My new ring doesn't fit over my knuckel.    22.  _________________

23.  Enrique likes to listen to the leaves rustle outside.          23.  _________________

Challenge Words

24.  If you are ambidexterous, you can write equally well         24.  _________________
with both your left hand and right hand.        

25.  The silky fabric had a luxurious texture.    25.  _________________
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ANSWER KEY

Fix the Misspelled Words

Circle the spelling word in each sentence.  
If the word is spelled correctly, write CORRECT on the line. 
If the word is spelled incorrectly, write the correct spelling on the line.

1.  Karina is a very  gracefull  ice skater.                    1.  graceful
     

2.  Jen had a  sleepless  night because the wind was howling. 2.  CORRECT
            

3.  “I'm sorry! That was  thoughtless  of me!” the lady said.        3.  CORRECT
          

4.  Please don't touch that glass bowl. It's  brakeable.      4.  breakable

5.  Mr. Atkins enjoyed a  pieceful  morning by the lake.             5.  peaceful
 

6.  Have you ever seen such a  beautifull  sunrise?                     6.  beautiful
 

7.  Louis has a very  dependible  car.           7.  dependable
  

8.  The couple pledged to be  faithful  to one another on      8.  CORRECT
their wedding day.         
      

9.  The waitress was  careful  when she set down the hot dish. 9.  CORRECT

  
10.  Our cat was  fearfull  when we first adopted her.                10.  fearful

   

11.  Aunt Mary Anne is anything but  predictable!                      11.  CORRECT
   

12.  Melinda's new pillow is extremely  comftrable.                     12.  comfortable
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ANSWER KEY
13.    Don't eat those wild berries! They're  poisenous!                    13.  poisonous
         

         
14.    This section of the thruway is  hazardous  because of    14.  CORRECT
         falling rocks.                

15.    Even though you thought the speaker was boring, I             15.  humorous
         thought he was  humerous. 
             
16.    A plastic quarter is not real money; it's  worthless.         16.  CORRECT
                        

               
17.    Almost all telephones are  cordless  these days.     17.  CORRECT
                          

   
18.    Luna, the polar bear at the Buffalo Zoo, is so  loveable!       18.  lovable

   

19.    The little snake I found in the garden was  harmless.          19.  CORRECT
                      

20.    That poor horse was  helpless  when it became stuck in       20.  CORRECT
         the mud.                                       

Review Words

21.  Tatiana has a  scrach  on her arm from her kitten.               21.  scratch
              

22.  My new ring doesn't fit over my  knuckel.    22.  knuckle

23.  Enrique likes to listen to the leaves  rustle  outside.          23.  CORRECT

Challenge Words

24.  If you are  ambidexterous,  you can write equally well              24.  ambidextrous
with both your left hand and right hand.        

25.  The silky fabric had a  luxurious  texture.    25.  CORRECT
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